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a b s t r a c t

This paper reports on the design and implementation of high efficiency, nonmetallic reflectors integrated
on the sidewalls of micromachined cavities. Due to shadowing from deposition within a cavity, significant
variation in the thicknesses of the dielectric thin films composing the reflectors are encountered when
the layers are deposited by Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD). These gradients in
thickness limit the performance of the reflector at the intended design wavelength. An optimized design
procedure is described to maximize the performance of the reflector at the D1 absorption wavelength of
87Rb of 795 nm for use in micromachined atomic vapor cells. The reflector design is based on multiple
shifted quarter wave Bragg reflectors in series, which extends the reflective bandwidth for increased
robustness to film thickness gradients. The extended reflectance range maintains high reflection at the
design wavelength despite greater than 70% decrease in film thickness across the reflector surface. The
eywords:
tomic MEMS
ragg reflector
ptical MEMS
ECVD

reflector technology is ideally suited for use in atomic MEMS vapor cell applications by achieving high
reflectance while maintaining light polarization. We demonstrate less than 2 dB of return loss with circular
polarization ellipticity maintained to ±2◦.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Miniature vapor cells for emerging atomic MEMS applications,
uch as chip scale atomic clocks [1], magnetometers [2,3] and gyro-
copes, depend on the efficient routing of laser light by use of
icromachined reflectors. Cells containing rubidium alkali vapor

eed low reflection losses at the 87Rb D1 transition wavelength of
95 nm after multiple reflections inside the vapor cell cavity formed

n bulk micromachined wet-etched silicon, as shown in Fig. 1. Vapor

ells designs with integrated reflectors enable the implementation
f compact atomic MEMS systems. For instance, the vapor cell probe
eam may be emitted by a vertical cavity surface emitting laser
VCSEL) and interrogated by a photocollector such that both opto-

� This paper is part of the Special Section of the Micromechanics Section of Sensors
nd Actuators based on contributions revised from the Technical Digest of the 2008
olid-State Sensors, Actuators and Microsystems Workshop sponsored by the Trans-
ucer Research Foundation, Inc. (1–5 June 2008, Hilton Head Island, South Carolina,
SA).
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 949 824 6314.
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lectronic components are integrated as discrete components on a
ingle electronics plane.

However, uncoated silicon is not sufficiently reflective for use as
high performance mirror, as it loses more than 2/3 of incident opti-
al energy in bulk transmission. Previously, rubidium vapor cells
ith optical return performance superior to uncoated silicon have

een demonstrated by use of multilayer dielectric reflectors inte-
rated on the sidewalls of wet-etched silicon cavities fabricated by
se of Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) [4].
lthough these reflectors have the potential to reflect light with
egligible loss, large variations in the thin film thicknesses were
bserved due to the deposition technology that limited the reflector
erformance.

PECVD has many practical advantages over other thin film fabri-
ation methods, such as Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD), including
igher deposition rates and the formation of films with better
echanical and environmental robustness [5]. However, the thick-
esses of PECVD fabricated thin films deposited onto the sidewalls
f micromachined cavities rapidly decrease with cavity depth. This
lm thinning is due to the decrease in the arrival angle available

o reactant species (shadowing) from the PECVD reactor chamber
6]. Previously, the effects of such film thinning has been observed

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09244247
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/sna
mailto:max.perez@uci.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sna.2008.10.007
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ig. 1. Bulk micromachined vapor cell with integrated reflectors for atomic MEMS.

n multilayer reflectors deposited on shallowly etched substrate
acets intended for use with integrated optoelectronic components
7]. However, reflectors integrated into deeply etched cavities,
uch as required for atomic MEMS vapor cells, present significant
hallenges in maintaining reflector uniformity when PECVD is used.
or the vapor cell geometry previously proposed in [4], the nonuni-
ormity represents a reduction in layer thickness by more than 70%
rom the top to the bottom of all of the faces of the cavity sidewalls.
he film nonuniformity results in an optical shift of the reflection
pectrum of the integrated Bragg reflector to wavelengths below
he design wavelength. In this work, a thin film reflector design

ethodology is described and demonstrated that maintains high
eflectance at the design wavelength in the presence of these chal-
enging deposition conditions.

An example of one such optimized reflector deposited on the
ngled sidewalls of a wet bulk micromachined cavity is shown in
ig. 2. When the multilayer reflector is deposited on the angled
avity sidewalls, thinning of the film from top to bottom of the
ell results in a shift in the reflection to lower wavelengths. The
eflectance shift is visible to the naked eye by the color change
f the reflector face from red to yellow to blue down the sidewall
ace. In conventional Bragg reflector designs, since the optimum
eflectance wavelength varies over the area of the reflector, the
fficiency at the design wavelength is compromised.

In the case shown in Fig. 2, an advanced thin film reflector
esign is applied to extend the range of the high reflectance band,
nd the deposition process is optimizing for the intended appli-
ation wavelength. This design and fabrication process maximizes
he reflectance down the cavity sidewall at the design wavelength.
This paper describes the design and demonstrates the potential
f PECVD reflectors for integration onto the sidewalls of micro-
achined cavities for atomic MEMS applications. This work is an

xpansion of the preliminary results presented at the 2008 Hilton
ead Solid-State Sensors, Actuators and Microsystems Workshop

ig. 2. Optimized extended 12 layer (6 × |�Si SiO2|) PECVD Bragg reflector on the
idewall of a reflector cell with shifting wavelength reflectance (red to yellow to
lue) due to deposition nonuniformity. (For interpretation of the references to color

n this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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8]. In Section 2, the design of sidewall integrated Bragg reflectors
s presented. This section includes the effects of cavity shadowing,
ptimized design for sidewall integration, the use of the reflector
andwidth to estimate robustness to thinning of the reflector films
nd the design of Bragg reflectors with extended reflectance band-
idth. Section 3 models the response of both conventional and

xtended bandwidth reflector designs when integrated on a cavity
idewall and compares the performance. Section 4 describes the
pecific implementation of the cavity sidewall integrated extended
ragg reflector. Finally, in Section 5 the reflector bandwidth of the
xtended Bragg reflector is characterized and compared to that of a
onventional Bragg reflector, and the performance of the extended
ragg reflector design is evaluated for single and multiple reflec-
ions within a reflector cell.

. Design of PECVD multilayer reflectors for cavity sidewalls

.1. Bragg reflector bandwidth

The design of micromachined cells with integrated Bragg reflec-
ors for rubidium vapor cells has been previously described in [4].
riefly, the light reflected at the interface between each layer may
e made to constructively interfere to maximize the total reflected
ptical power at a specific wavelength. The reflectivity is maxi-
ized if the structure is composed of alternating thin film layers

ach of optical thickness equal to one-quarter wavelength of the
ight to be reflected, as given by [9]

= �0

4n
, (1)

here t is the thickness of each layer, �0 is the wavelength of light
o be reflected and n is the index of refraction of each layer.

The high reflectance wavelength bandwidth is given by [9]

�g = 4
�

sin−1

(
nH/nL − 1
nH/nL + 1

)
, (2)

here g is the normalized wavenumber (g = �0/�) and nH is the
igher and nL the lower index of refraction of each of the thin film
aterials. The wavelengths at the upper (�+) and lower (�−) limits

f this reflectance band are given by

+ = �0

1 − �g
(3)

or the wavelength at the upper limit and

− = �0

1 + �g
, (4)

or the wavelength at the lower limit, which yields the reflector
andwidth �� in wavelength units given by

� = �+ − �− = 2�g

1 − (�g)2
�0. (5)

The effect of increased index of refraction contrast nH/nL

etween the thin film pairs |nH nL| on (2) and (5) are shown in
ig. 3. For low contrast materials, the normalized reflector band-
idths expressed by 2�g and ��/�0 are numerically identical.
owever, for reflectors formed with high contrast materials, the dif-

erences become significant (10% at nH/nL = 2.7). Overlayed are the
xpected reflector bandwidth that may be obtained with thin film
aterials readily deposited using PECVD, as tabulated in Table 1. It
ay be readily observed that the width of the reflectance band is

aximized by use of high contrast ratio materials.

Amorphous silicon (�Si) and silicon dioxide (SiO2) yield the
ighest optical index contrast available (nH/nL = 2.7, �g = 0.3),
uch that for �0 = 795 nm, �� = 520 nm. Reflector bandwidth of
ntegrated cavity sidewall reflectors as wide as �� = 500 nm has
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fractional change in the arrival angle may be used to estimate the
change in the deposition rate onto a micromachined cavity sidewall
from that onto a planar surface. This yields the ratio of thickness of
a thin film on a cavity sidewall to the thickness on a planar surface
ig. 3. Reflector bandwidth available for multilayer dielectric reflectors formed from
Si3N4), and silicon dioxide (SiO2)

een observed. In addition to wide bandwidths, high optical con-
rast allows high reflectances to be achieved while the total number
f required layers is minimized. An ideal |�Si SiO2| multilayer
eflector has the potential to reach a reflectance of 99% with only
hree layer pairs or six total thin film layers [4].

The reflective efficiency of |�Si SiO2| multilayer reflectors is lim-
ted by absorption in the �Si layers due to the non-negligible
oefficient of extinction �Si at wavelengths approaching the visible
ight spectrum. These reflectance losses may be shown to be lim-
ted to less than 6.2% [11]. The negligible coefficients of extinction
n |Si3N4 SiO2| multilayer reflectors make these materials prefer-
ble for light approaching the visible wavelengths but require more
han 12 layers to approach reflectances over 90%. In addition, the
imited reflectance bandwidth leaves such reflectors vulnerable to
ariations in the reflector thickness [4].

.2. PECVD cavity shadowing

Shown previously in [4], PECVD films deposited onto the side-
alls of etched cavities are not uniform and decrease with the depth

nto the trench. The thin film deposition rate into a cavity is charac-
erized by the arrival angles opposite (�) and parallel (�) to the
eposition face open to the PECVD reactor vessel, as defined in
ig. 4.

Fig. 4 shows the two orthogonal arrival angles both between the
eposition face and the opposite wall (�) and between the two adja-
ent walls (�). The deposition face has a wet-etch angle ˛. Arrival
ngle � may be calculated by
= sin−1

⎧⎨
⎩

√
L2

0 sin2(˛)

L2
0 + d2 − 2L0d cos(˛)

⎫⎬
⎭ , (6)

able 1
ptical properties of selected PECVD materials at � = 795 nm.

ilm material Index of refraction (n) Coefficient of extinction (k) Ref.

Si 3.9 0.13 [10]
i3N4 2.0 < 2.2 × 10−4 [10]
iO2 1.45 < 4.5 × 10−6 [10]

F
o
w

s of commonly available PECVD materials: amorphous silicon (�Si), silicon nitride

here d is the depth along the sidewall face, L0 is the cavity
pening width, ˛ is the etch angle, and the oblique or acute
ngle solution for sin−1{·} must be chosen to provide the phys-
cally suitable and continuous solution as a function of sidewall
epth.

The geometric dependency of arrival angle � may be extended
rom that presented in [4] to include shadowing effects at points off
he sidewall centerline. The angle � may then be calculated across
he sidewall area by

= tan−1

{
L0/2 + x

d

}
+ tan−1

{
L0/2 − x

d

}
, (7)

here x is the horizontal displacement from the sidewall centerline.
xpression (7) collapses to � = 2 tan−1(L0/2d) along the sidewall
enterline, which for L0/d � 1 is the same as the approximate
= tan−1

{
L0/d

}
deposition thickness dependence presented by

dams for vertical sidewalls [6].
The product of the two arrival angles may be used to estimate

he total effect of arrival angle shadowing. When normalized by the
rrival angles available to a planar substrate (�⊥ = �, �⊥ = �), the
ig. 4. Orthogonal arrival angles (�, �) for deposition along the sidewall centerline
f a symmetric bulk micromachined cavity of wet-etch angle ˛ and square etch
indow of edge length L0.
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ig. 5. Deposition rate variation estimated from normalized change in arrival angle
roduct from (10) for a cavity with the geometry of Fig. 4(L0 = 1.8 mm, ˛ = 54.7◦).

⊥ given by

t

t⊥
= ��

�⊥�⊥
= ��

�2
. (8)

Two thin film deposition characteristics are predicted by this
odel. A discrete step change in the deposition thin film thick-

ess from perpendicular deposition (t⊥) to deposition on the top of
he sidewall at d = 0 (t0), is such that the fractional change in film
hickness is given by

t0

t⊥
= �0�0

�⊥�⊥
= �˛

�2
. (9)

he effects on reflector design due to the discrete reflectance step
hift are addressed through a Bragg reflector design appropriately
hifted to maximize the reflectance across the face of the sidewall,
s described in Section 2.3.

In addition, a continuous shift in the thin film thickness down
he face of the sidewall is expected. When normalized by the thick-
ess at the top of the sidewall at d = 0, the fractional thinning may
e modeled by

t

t0
= ��

�0�0
= ��

�˛
. (10)

The predicted change in deposition rate across the surface of
he cavity sidewall due to shadowing for the geometry investigated
ere is shown in Fig. 5. At the bottom of the sidewall, the film thick-
ess is less than 30% of the thickness at the top of the cavity sidewall.
ince the wavelength of maximum reflectance �0 of a Bragg reflec-
or is proportional to the film thickness given by (1), the decrease
n deposition rate will result in a shift in reflectance to lower wave-
engths. This effect is observed in Fig. 2 where the pattern of the
olor variation observed on the sidewall of the reflector cell is nearly
dentical to that predicted by the cavity shadowing model in Fig. 5.
he complications due to the continuously thinning films on the
idewall reflector require both the optimized design to be described
n Section 2.3, as well as an advanced thin film reflector design, to
e presented in Section 2.5.

.3. Optimized Bragg reflector for cavity sidewall integration
PECVD process parameters are generally defined in terms of the
lanar deposition rates. Since the physical thickness of each layer
ill shift across the interface from planar to sidewall deposition, it

s of interest to define the design wavelength for planar deposition
⊥
0 that will achieve a sidewall reflector design at wavelength �. In

t
f
m
i
i

ators A 155 (2009) 23–32

ddition, it is desirable to optimize the planar design to maximize
he reflectance at � over as much of the sidewall as possible under
he shifts in the reflector to lower wavelengths down the sidewall
nto the cavity.

The reflector may be optimized at � if it is equal to the wave-
ength �− at the lower limit of the reflectance band at the top of the
avity sidewall. This technique provides that the entire reflectance
and is available for decreasing film thickness and shifts to lower
eflectance band wavelengths. Combining (1), (4), and (8) yields

��

�⊥�⊥
= �−(1 + �g)

�⊥
0

. (11)

ptimizing (11) by setting � = �− and evaluating the left hand side
or the shadowing at the top of the sidewall for d = 0 using (9) yields

⊥
0 = �(1 + �g)

1 − ˛/�
, (12)

here ˛ is measured in radians. Relation (12) is used to deter-
ine the planar deposition design wavelength �⊥

0 , which yields a
eflector designed to maximize the reflectance at a wavelength �
eposited on a sidewall at etch angle ˛. The wavelength �⊥

0 is used
o establish the deposition time by use of the thin film thickness
rom (1) for the deposition rates in any particular PECVD system.

.4. Robustness to film thinning

The reflection bandwidth may be used as a measure of the
obustness to film thinning due to cavity shadowing when used in
arrowband (laser) applications at a reflector design wavelength �.
hinning of the film layer thicknesses will shift the reflection wave-

ength according to (1). If the variation in thickness causes a shift in
he target wavelength � greater than the bandwidth of the reflector

�, the reflectance will be reduced at the target wavelength. Com-
ining (3) and (4) with (1), the reflector wavelength limits over the
ractional change in thin film thickness are evaluated according to

t

t0
= (1 − �g)

(1 + �g)
, (13)

here t0 is the thickness at d = 0 and � ≡ �− ≡ �+ for a reflector
deally optimized to maximize reflectance at �. For an |�Si SiO2|
ragg reflector, t/t0 = 0.54, which indicates that using (12) the
eflector may be optimized to be robust for a reduction in the thin
lm thicknesses of up to 46%.

.5. Bragg reflectors with extended bandwidth

The variation in film thickness due to cavity shadowing in a
articular cavity geometry may be too large to maintain high
eflectance at the target wavelength by use of a conventional Bragg
eflector, despite optimization. The thinning is predicted by the

odel presented in Section 2.2 and shown in Fig. 5 for the geometry
xplored in this work. At the bottom of the sidewall, cavity shadow-
ng will result in a reduction in the thickness of the reflector films
f more than 70% and the film thickness will have decreased to less
han t/t0 = 0.3. No materials readily deposited by using PECVD will
ave suitable contrast to be able to form a Bragg reflector of a con-
entional design with sufficient reflectance bandwidth to provide
stable reflector in the presence of this amount of film thinning.

More advanced thin film reflector designs may be used to extend

he reflectance band over a wider spectral region than is available
rom the optical contrast between any particular pair of thin film

aterials. A simple design, introduced by Turner and Baumeister
n 1966 [12], uses two or more Bragg reflectors of shifted design
n series to form extended contiguous high reflectance bands. Oth-
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However, since Bragg reflectors maintain the state of circular
polarization over the same spatial region in which high reflectance
is achieved, the majority of optical power incident over the surface
of the reflector will be returned maintaining a state of circular polar-
ig. 6. Extended reflectance band formed from a conventional and shifted Bragg
eflector in series.

rs have proposed designs based on the continuous geometric or
rithmetic progression of the film thicknesses [13].

By use of the approach of Turner and Baumeister [12], the band-
idth of the reflector can be extended by using two Bragg reflectors

n series. The reflectance response of the extended Bragg reflector
s shown analytically in Fig. 6. In addition to the conventional Bragg
eflector designed according to the optimized procedure intro-
uced in Section 2.3, a second shifted Bragg reflector is deposited.
he second reflector provides high reflectance over longer wave-

engths and adds to the total reflectance bandwidth. The design
avelength of the second reflector is optimally designed by shifting

he design wavelength by the reflectance bandwidth to �S
0. Using

3) and (4) yields

�S
0

�0
= (1 + �g)

(1 − �g)
, (14)

here the upper reflectance band limit of the original reflector is
atched to the lower limit of the second reflector (�+ ≡ �S−) to cre-

te a composite reflector with an ideally extended reflectance of
gExt = 2�g.

By combining (2) with (14), for the Bragg reflector composed
f |�Si SiO2| layer pairs, the shifted reflector is optimally designed
ith �S

0 = 1.8�0. From (13) and �gExt = 0.6, the extended reflector
s able to maintain high reflectance over thickness reductions due to
avity shadowing down to t/t0 = 0.3. As shown analytically in Fig. 7,
he use of an extended band reflector allows elevated reflectance
o be maintained down the sidewall for up to 70% thinning due to
avity shadowing. Effects due to dispersion need not be included
ince only the response at the design wavelength is considered.

. Sidewall reflector performance: modeling and
omparison

In this section, the performance of a Bragg reflector with an
xtended bandwidth integrated onto the sidewalls of a wet-etched
avity is considered and compared to that of a conventionally
esigned Bragg reflector. The conventional Bragg reflector and
he extended Bragg reflector designs are shown schematically in
ig. 8(a) and (b), respectively. While a conventional Bragg reflector

ay be optimally designed to maximize the reflector bandwidth

ver the top portion of the cavity sidewall and to maximize the
eflectance at the design wavelength � between the upper �+ and
ower limits �− of the reflectance bandwidth, the thinning of the
lms due to deposition shadowing causes the reflector bandwidth F
ators A 155 (2009) 23–32 27

o shift to lower wavelengths and to become transparent to the
esign wavelength over the lower section of the sidewall. However,
he extended Bragg reflector design uses the second, thicker Bragg
eflector to provide reflectance at the design wavelength over the
ower section of the cavity sidewall.

The optimized conventional reflector is modeled as an ideal
ielectric thin film reflector at the design wavelength of � = 795 nm

or an angle of incidence of �i = 45◦, and optical losses within the
lms are not considered. By considering the change in the thick-
ess of the reflector films due to the fractional change in the PECVD
pecies arrival angle, as shown in Fig. 5, the effect of cavity shad-
wing on the reflectance is modeled in Fig. 9(a). As the reduction in
eposition rate exceeds 46%, the reflectance band is shifted below
95 nm and the reflectance is reduced to below 90% and to as low
s 10% on the lower face of sidewall reflector, becoming effectively
ransparent to light at the design wavelength over the lower region
f the reflector.

However, the extended Bragg reflector design extends the high
eflectance region over a wider area of the cavity sidewall, as mod-
led in Fig. 9(b). The thicker, shifted Bragg reflector provides high
eflectance over the low portion of the sidewall. Only after the cav-
ty shadowing reduces the deposition rate by 70% at the bottom
f the cell is the sidewall reflectance reduced to less than 90%. An
dditional shifted Bragg reflector may be added to the design to
xtend the high reflectance region over the bottom section of the
idewall by using (14) twice to produce a double extended reflector.

In addition to high reflectivity, many applications, including
tomic sensors, require the polarization state of the reflected light
o be maintained. Fig. 10(a) models the polarization ellipticity of
eflected light from a sidewall integrated conventional Bragg reflec-
or. The incident light is considered to be ideally circularly polarized
ith an ellipticity of 45◦. Over the high reflectance region, the

eflected light remains circularly polarized. However, the polar-
zation of the reflected light is not maintained at the edge of the
igh reflectance zone and over the low reflectance region. The
olarization response complicates the response of the extended
eflector, modeled in Fig. 10(b). At the transitions between the high
eflectance regions provided by the conventional and the shifted
ragg reflectors, the reflected polarization may be seen to shift
apidly.
ig. 7. Reflectance robustness under thinning due to extended spectral bandwidth.
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Fig. 8. Conventional vs. extended Bragg reflector design for robustness to deposition shadowing. (a) Sidewall integrated conventional Bragg reflector. (b) Sidewall integrated
extended Bragg reflector.

Fig. 9. Modeled reflectance under cavity deposition shadowing for sidewall PECVD Bragg reflectors (L0 = 1.8 mm, ˛ = 54.7◦). (a) Conventional: 3 × |�Si SiO2|. (b) Extended:
6 × |�Si SiO2|.

Fig. 10. Modeled reflected ellipticity of circularly polarized light under cavity deposition shadowing for sidewall PECVD Bragg reflectors (L0 = 1.8 mm, ˛ = 54.7◦). (a)
Conventional: 3 × |�Si SiO2|. (b) Extended: 6 × |�Si SiO2|.

Fig. 11. Modeled reflectance and ellipticity distribution under cavity deposition shadowing for sidewall PECVD Bragg reflectors (� = 795 nm, L0 = 1.8 mm, ˛ = 54.7◦). (a)
Conventional: 3 × |�Si SiO2|. (b) Extended: 6 × |�Si SiO2|.
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first extended Bragg reflector for high reflectance over the mid-
dle of the sidewall, and the second extended for high reflectance
over the bottom of the sidewall. Each reflector may be thought
to act as a short, medium and long wavelength reflector, respec-
ig. 12. Reflector design comparison of sidewall area achieving high reflectance and
ow circular polarization ellipticity change under cavity deposition shadowing for
idewall PECVD Bragg reflectors (� = 795 nm, L0 = 1.8 mm, ˛ = 54.7◦).

zation. Fig. 11(a) shows the distribution of the modeled reflectance
nd ellipticity response for a conventional sidewall reflector, which
hows that 48% of the reflector has better than 90% reflectance
nd changes the polarization ellipticity by less than 5◦, indicating
hat better than 43% of the optical power will return maintaining
ircular polarization. The extended Bragg reflector design, mod-
led in Fig. 11(b), shows that 76% of the reflector area achieved
eflectance better than 90% with less than 5◦ change in ellipticity,
ncreasing the returned optical power maintaining circular polar-
zation to better than 68%. However, the extended reflector design
ntroduces a significant component over 11% of the reflector area

ith reflectivity over 90% but with a polarization response of oppo-
ite handedness. Such response is expected over the region of the
idewall where the reflection band edges of the two individual (con-
entional and shifted) Bragg reflectors are nearly equal to the target
avelength.

The reflectance and polarization responses of Bragg reflectors
re generally sensitive to the angle of incidence. Fig. 12 com-
ares the conventional and extended Bragg reflector designs for
he fractional spatial area of the sidewall reflector that maintains
oth high reflectance greater than 90% and low change in cir-
ular polarization ellipticity less than 5◦. At angles of incidence
pproaching normal, the extended reflector design improves the
erformance from below 60% for the conventional Bragg design to
etter than 90% of the sidewall reflector. As the angle of incidence

ncreases, the performance degrades due to increased ellipticity
hange and decreased reflector bandwidth. However, the extended
eflector shows improved performance for angles of incidence
p to 70◦.

Also included for comparison is the double extended reflec-
or that uses a total of three Bragg reflectors in series. Due to
he polarization response, further extension of the Bragg reflector
esults in no increase in reflector surface achieving the desired high
eflectance and circular polarization maintaining response. Due to
his, such a double extended design is not expected to significantly
mprove the performance of the reflector.

. Optimized cavity sidewall Bragg reflector

mplementation

The fabrication of a bulk micromachined cavity with an inte-
rated Bragg reflector using a conventional, nonoptimized design
as been described previously [4]. The current effort uses an iden-
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ical fabrication process but with an optimized extended |�Si SiO2|
ragg reflector design. Briefly, the cavities are wet etched in a
5% KOH + 5% IPA solution at 80 ◦ C into 1 mm thick double side
olished silicon wafers using an LPCVD silicon nitride hardmask
atterned with square windows to expose the 〈1 1 1〉 crystalline
lanes at 54.7◦. The �Si and SiO2 PECVD thin films are deposited
nder continuous vacuum onto the cavity surfaces at 250 ◦C using
PlasmaTherm 790 [14]. For the SiO2 film deposition, the cham-

er pressure is 900 mTorr, power is 25 W, and the reactant gas flow
ates are N2 at 150 sccm, N2O at 50 sccm, and SiH4 at 2.75 sccm. For
he �Si film deposition, the chamber pressure is 980 mTorr, power
s 30 W, and the reactant gas flow rates are N2 at 75 sccm, and N2O
t 4 sccm.

The optimized, extended reflector is composed of two six layer
ragg reflectors in series with a total of 12 alternating �Si and SiO2
hin films, as shown in Fig. 13. From Section 2.4, a thin film Bragg
eflector composed of |�Si SiO2| layer pairs with ˛ = 54.7◦ and
arget wavelength � = 795 nm, a planar deposition wavelength is
stimated to be �⊥

0 = 1480 nm. The wavelength �⊥
0 is used to estab-

ish the deposition time to achieve the thin film thickness from (1)
or the deposition rates in any particular PECVD system. This yields
he optimized planar deposition thicknesses of the upper (thinner)
ix layers of �Si and SiO2 to be 90 and 240 nm, respectively. Using
9), upon deposition onto the sidewall of the cavity, the thicknesses
f the films are expected to be reduced by 30%, which yields esti-
ated sidewall thicknesses t0 of 60 nm and 170 nm, respectively.

hese thinner layers provide high reflectance over the upper section
f the cell.

For the |�Si SiO2| film pair Bragg reflector, the shifted reflector
s optimally designed with �S

0 = 1.8�0, increasing the thickness of
ach of the layers of the shifted reflector by 80% over the design
f the original, conventional Bragg reflector. The extended reflector
xtends high reflectance over the lower section of the cell by use
f six thicker layers of �Si and SiO2 thin films with planar deposi-
ion thicknesses 170 nm and 430 nm, sidewall thicknesses t0 of 120
nd 300 nm. These layers were implemented underneath (substrate
ide) of the optimal conventional Bragg reflector.

The double extended reflector design uses an additional Bragg
eflector to further extend the high reflectance zone by use of
hree Bragg reflectors in series, as shown in Fig. 14. Each of the
hifted Bragg reflectors may be observed. This includes the con-
entional, optimized Bragg reflector designed that provides high
eflectance at the design wavelength at the top of the sidewall, the
ig. 13. Cavity sidewall integrated extended Bragg reflector cross section (SEMs
ourtesy A. Schofield).
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Fig. 14. Cavity sidewall integrated double extended

ively, although the design is to optimize the reflectance at the
ingle design wavelength. The thickness ratios between each Bragg
eflector are 1.4/0.9 ≈ 0.9/0.5 ≈ 1.8 ± 0.2, which follows from the
esign according to (14).

The thinning due to cavity shadowing is readily apparent in the
ross section of the thin film structure in Fig. 14. The total thickness
f the extended Bragg reflector decreases from 6.7 �m for perpen-
icular deposition at the top of the cell to 2.5 �m only d = 550 �m
own the cell sidewall. Evaluating (9) for the change in deposition

rom perpendicular to sidewall indicates reduction to 70% thick-
ess. A further reduction at 550 �m down the sidewall face to 55%
f the thickness at the top of the sidewall is expected from the
odeling illustrated in Fig. 5. Taken together, a total thinning of the

eflector structure to 39% of the original planar deposition thick-
ess is expected. The observed thinning of 2.5 �m/6.7 �m = 0.37
atches to within 2%.

. Extended Bragg reflector characterization
.1. Reflector bandwidth

The reflectance bandwidth of the reflector face of a cell with
n integrated 12-layer single extended Bragg reflector faces was
haracterized by using an Ocean Optics USB2000 [14] spectrometer

w
o
a
t
r

ig. 15. Experimental comparison of conventional and extended sidewall integrated mu
eflector.
reflector cross section (SEMs courtesy A. Schofield).

ith a reflection probe coupled to an broadband LS-1 [14] tung-
ten halogen light source, as shown in Fig. 15(b). Due to the finite
pot size of the reflectance probe light and the rapid spectral varia-
ion with sidewall position, the changes in reflectance at the lower
dge of the reflectance bands are shallower than expected from
he characteristic Bragg reflectance response. However, the wave-
ength limits of the reflection band may be extracted from the half
ower reflection point. The expected shift in the reflectance band-
idth due to cavity shadowing is observed in the shift to lower
avelengths of the lower bandwidth limit. Due to the extended

eflectance bandwidth, the design wavelength of � = 795 nm is
ot traversed by the upper reflectance bandwidth limit for over
= 730 � m down the cavity sidewall.

The lower reflectance bandwidth of the extended reflector
�−, ext.) is compared to the experimentally observed upper
�+, conv.) and lower (�−, conv.) wavelength limits for the previ-
usly fabricated six layer conventional reflector not optimized for
idewall deposition (from Fig. 15(a), previously presented in [4]) in
ig. 16. Overlayed are the analytically projected reflectance band-

idths assuming PECVD cavity shadowing expected from (5). The

ptimized reflector is demonstrated to maintain high reflectance
t 795 nm over more than 85% of the cavity sidewall, compared
o less than 20% for the previously fabricated conventional Bragg
eflector.

ltilayer reflectors. (a) Conventional reflector (reproduced from [4]). (b) Extended
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ig. 16. Conventional (Fig. 15(a)) vs. optimally designed extended (Fig. 15(b)) Bragg
eflectors for use at � = 795 nm in micromachined reflector cell.

.2. Sidewall reflectance

The performance of the reflector cell with integrated multi-
ayer reflector is demonstrated at 795 nm by mounting a sample
n a rotation stage from which the circularly polarized collimated
eam from a ULM VCSEL [14] is directed via the sidewall reflec-
ors into a Thorlabs PAX polarimeter [14], as shown in Fig. 17.
he VCSEL beam is passed through an appropriately oriented half
ave plate, then a quarter wave plate to circularly polarize the
CSEL beam, which is linearly polarized upon emission from the
CSEL. Changes in the ellipticity are monitored to indicate the
hange in polarization state due to reflection from the reflector
urface.

The performance of the sidewall reflector is tested with a single
eflection from a cleaved half-cell. The reflectance from the side-
all integrated extended Bragg reflector is shown in Fig. 18. The

ingle extended sidewall integrated reflector is demonstrated to
ave a reflectance better than 80% for incident angles up to 45◦, as
hown in Fig. 18(a). The change in ellipticity from circular polariza-
ion over the same angle of incidence range is observed to be less
han 4◦. Note that the decrease in reflection and increase in change
n ellipticity with angle of incidence is predicted by the numerical

odels presented in Section 3 and summarized in Fig. 12. For the
xtended Bragg reflector design, as the angle of incidence increases,
he reflector surface area achieving high reflectance and low change

n ellipticity is predicted to decrease from 90% at normal incidence
o 60% at 60◦incidence, which is the same as the pattern observed
xperimentally.

ig. 17. Experimental stage for return reflection characterization of micromachined
eflector cell.
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ig. 18. Experimental reflection characterization of the extended and double
xtended Bragg sidewall reflector. (a) Single extended reflector. (b) Double extended
eflector.

The double extended Bragg reflector design is observed to
ot improved the performance, as shown in Fig. 18(b). Although
he reflectance performance is comparable to that of the sin-
le extended reflector, the ellipticity changes more rapidly with
ncreasing angle of incidence with the returned ellipticity change
xceeding 5◦ at incident angle over 40◦. Such behavior is expected
rom the numerical models in which regions of high ellipticity
hange are expected to decrease the reflector performance at higher
ngles of incidence.

Low loss optical power return maintaining polarization is
eeded for atomic MEMS vapor cell applications over a range of
ngles of low incidence to the cavity aperture to admit the divergent
nterrogation beam from a VCSEL [15]. Use of a divergent beams
o interrogate a micromachined vapor cell with integrated reflec-
ors has been proposed for atomic magnetometers and gyroscopes
16].

The performance of the reflector cavity using a single extended
ragg reflector for multiple reflections is tested using the return
eflection from two of the sidewalls of the complete cell. The return
eflection from a complete reflector cavity is shown in Fig. 19.

eturn reflection from using two sidewalls of the complete cell is
hown to achieve optical losses of less than −2 dB over incident
ngles to the plane of the cavity aperture from 5◦ to 30◦. Over
he same range of angles of incidence, the circular polarization is

aintained to ±2◦ of ellipticity.
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ig. 19. Experimental return reflection characterization of the extended Bragg
eflector cell.

. Conclusions

An optimized design procedure for the integration of multilayer
ECVD reflectors onto the sidewalls of bulk micromachined cavities
as been introduced and experimentally demonstrated. The reflec-
or design technique allows for the fabrication of reflector cells with
mproved optical return performance. This procedure optimizes
he reflectance bandwidth for the cavity geometry to main-
ain high reflectance under deposition nonuniformities caused
y deposition shadowing. A design for an extended reflectance
and was introduced by use of two shifted Bragg reflectors in
eries. The design was shown to be effective in maintaining high
eflection at the D1 absorption wavelength of 87Rb despite nonuni-
ormities in excess of 70% for optical return applications. The
abricated cell was characterized to be able to return light at
95 nm with losses less than 2 dB while maintaining the polar-

zation ellipticity of circular polarized light to ±2◦. In this paper
e demonstrate an effective technique for the integration of

ultilayer reflectors with nonplanar microdevices, such as on

he sidewalls of deeply micromachined cavities. This work paves
he way for the introduction of high performance optics into
tomic MEMS sensors and other optical MEMS with nontrivial geo-
etries.
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